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For better clearance of order,  please fill in the order form in all its parts.  We remind you not to forget the following important 
information related to the fencer: name, phone and E-mail address, age and class, if male or female, if right or left handed.
For clothing, it is always necessary to complete the table below with the measurements of the fencer.
Our terms of sale are ex-works Verona. Packing, shipping and insurance costs are at customer’s charge.
GENERAL RULES: in any case the Company reserves itself the right to make changes or alteration to the articles and the prices 
contained in the price list - The Company will not be responsable for mistakes in deliveries due to incomplete or incorrectly filled-in 
order form - Any dispute is to be settled  by the courts of law of Verona.

ORDER FORM and GENERAL INFORMATION

Q.ty.  Art. Description Blade
cm.

Italian
Size Rh  LhRh  Lh M   FM   F

AGE   Height. cm.

MALE

FEMALE

RIGHT

LEFT

TURN 1 (CHEST)   ......................

TURN 2 (WAIST)   ......................

TURN 3 (HIPS)      ......................

TURN 4 (THIGH)  ......................

TURN 1 (CHEST)   ......................

TURN 2 (WAIST)   ......................

TURN 3 (HIPS)      ......................

TURN 4 (THIGH)  ......................

 AB  GI

 BC  DL

 AC  MN

 DE  OP

Fencer’s Name: ..................................................................................... Class: .................. Club: ..........................................

Address: ......................................................................................................................................................... N°......................  

ZIP: ................. TOWN: .................................................................................. COUNTRY: ....................................................

Phone: ................................  FAX: ................................ E-Mail: ..............................................................................................

ALL MEASUREMENTS MUST BE TAKEN WITHOUT INCREASES

I Understand that made-to-measure clothing cannot be exchanged, even if the garment does not fit me, due to incorrect or incomplete
 measurements wich I have provided.
Place, date, signature ....................................................................................................................................................

ITALIAN FENCING STYLE
SINCE 1897
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HOW TO MEASURE
This important task requires a lot of precision: therefore we recommend you to pay attention to the following 
instructions and to follow carefully the procedure described below:
- take the  measure you need with the help of another person;
- use the appropriate tailor’s soft tape measure;
- all measures must be taken to the body; the person must be undressed or in underwear;
- during the different stage be carfeful not to turn the tape accidentally and not to take the measure neither too 

tight nor too loose; 
- for measures 5-6-7-11, tie a ribbon (as reference point) round the waist (at navel level).

1 Turn 1
chest circumference

raise your arms horizontally, pass the tape measure under your 
underarms at the chest level, lower them and measure

2 Turn 2
waist circumference tie the tape round the waist at the navel level

3 Turn 3
hips circumference

tie the tape round the hips at about 19-20 cm below the waist, being 
careful not to over tighten

4 Turn 4
tigh circumference tie the tape round the thigh at the point of widest diameter

5 AB
distance  neck-waist

measure along the spine, putting the tape on the most prominent 
vertebra at the base of the neck until the ribbon round the waist

6 BC
distance waist-hips

measure along the spine the distance between the ribbon tied round the 
waist and the hips

7 AC
distance neck-hips   it’s the sum of the previous measures (AB and BC)

8 DE
shoulders

measure the distance between the two extremeties of the high curves of 
the shoulders, from the backside of the person (usually the measure of 
the shoulders is nearly equivalent to the AB distance (neck-waist)

9 GI
sleeve length

raise the arm, bend it to L in front of the chest and measure the distance 
from the bone of the soulder to the wrist, passing from the elbow

10 DL
distance shoulder-neck

from his/her side measure the length from the high curve of the shoulder 
to the base of the neck

11 MN
distance waist-knee

measure from his/her side starting from the ribbon round the waist till 
below the knee

12 OP
distance crotch-knee measure from the center of the crotch till below the knee
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